Abstract-Oil and gas pipeline transmission network simulation is important for the petroleum industry. Existing node method monitors node pressure, simulate pipeline flow rate, and identify different risks. However, it may not be efficient enough to meet the real-time requirement. In this paper, we propose to improve the node method with two techniques. Using the node method, Comparing real data, average deviation, goodness of fit and height of matrix should be raised. First, the least square method is employed to replace the fluid distribution method. Second, matrix decomposition and compression are applied to matrix calculation. Experiments are undertaken on synthesis networks with different sizes. Results show that the new method is at least twice faster than the counterpart.
I. INTRODUCTION
The simulation of gas and oil transmission systems requires increasingly sophisticated computer software as these systems grow in size and complexity [1] - [4] . Because the current price, this represents a significant amount of cost for operating large pipeline network system. For instance, considering the transmission pipeline network system, [5] indicated that a hundredth improvement on the performance of the transmission pipeline network system could result a saving of 48.6 million dollars.
The nodal pressure and pipeline flow rate are essential to realize real time simulation of the transmission pipeline network system. Through monitoring nodal pressure, company should observe whether the pipeline network is unsafety.
In general, a brief review on the previous researches is presented: Model of node equation method base on nodal law of conservation of mass. A Newton-Raphson method has been extended to a system of nonlinear equations given in the parameter form and it leads to a node method [6] .
However, it is inefficient. Real time simulation needs to be fast. The fast speed should better realize early warning. Therefore, the increasing speed is needed in natural gas and oil transmission simulation systems.
In this paper, in order to enhance efficiency of node equation method, model and algorithm is improved. The revised model focused on improve originally fluid distribution in order to enhance efficiency of node method. It should strengthen the effect of real time emulation. In the revised algorithms, methods of matrix compression storage and decomposition based solution procedures were used in order to cut down running time of algorithms. On a typical hard problem, the Cholesky decomposition is about 8000 times faster than the point Gauss-Seidel method, 200 times faster than the alternating direction implicit method, and 30 times faster than the block successive over relaxation method with optimum relaxation factor [7] . LU decomposition also is faster than no decomposition.
Two experiments are used to revise node method. Firstly, the result of the simulation system compare with Aspen Plus software, in order to validate availability of the revised node method. The comparative result with Aspen Plus verify that the revised node method are effective and reliable. Secondly, the total running time of the simulation system in different matrix size are presented. The totally running time demonstrate that the revised node method is high-efficiency.
In simulation system of transmission pipeline network system, real time monitoring is very important, therefore an efficient method are importance to simulation system. This paper make enormous contribution to solve the problem. As a result, the simulation model and algorithm could assist in decisions regarding the design and operations of the transmission pipeline network system.
II. BASIC THEORYP
In this section, model and algorithm of node method, methods of matrix compression and calculation are presented.
A. Model of Node Equation Method
In this section, mass balance equations and pressure drop equation and establishment process of model of node equation method are presented.
1) Formulation of mass balance equations
Mass balance provides the basic equations in order to have a complete mathematical formulation for the simulation model of a given transmission pipeline network system. The mass balance equations are obtained based on the principle of conservation of mass at each junction of transmission pipeline network system. At any junction within transmission pipeline network system, the generalized mass balance equation can be summarized as: 
2) Pressure drop equation
The calculated branch flows rate and pressures can be utilized in gas and oil network design [8] . Their deviations from expected values are used for corrections of pipe flow rate. Branch characteristic is a nonlinear function, describing quadratic dependence of the pressure drop i H . 
where L denote length, $d$ denote diameter and C denote pipeline material resistance (or friction coefficient). NP is nodal pressures, then the pressure drop between adjacent nodes can be written as: In the method, first original flow rate is distributed according to Equation (5) 4 ie ud qR
where e R express Reynolds number, u express viscosity,  and express density. Second, pipeline flow rates are corrected and nodal pressures are calculated. Instead of Equation (1) we use characteristic
where A express matrix of pipeline direction and layout. Its storage and calculation method is showed in section 2. 
where i S is defined as matrix, instead of Equation (7) 
Equation (8) are substituted into Equation (2) thus giving instead of Equation (9) we use characteristic
where
c is diagonal form.
Equation (10) are substituted into Equation (11) thus giving linearized characteristics Equation(12) are introduced into Equation (6) .
And together with Equation (9). We obtain Equation (13). 
The original set of nonlinearity simultaneous equations in known node pressures and layout of pipeline. Pipeline flow rates and node pressure as the unknown is calculated by a set of linear equations. The value of the nodal pressure can be calculated from Equation (13) and value of q is obtained on Equation (12). 
B. Algorithm of Node Method

C. Methods of Matrix Storage and Calculation
A method of matrix compression and decomposition are used in this paper. The large size matrix and the condition of many technical result in the need for efficient techniques. So it is necessary to solve systems of equations using process mode of sparse matrix.
1) Storage scheme
Efficient storage schemes for large matrices depend on the sparsity pattern of the matrix. In this section, we apply the three one-dimensional arrays format [9] .
The principle of the scheme is illustrated in a matrix A with non-zeros ij a . 
2) Calculation scheme of matrix multiplication
In this section, the method of matrix multiplication is discussed. Consider the product C = A  B, where A, B, and C are matrices of size M  P, P  N, and M  N, respectively. For a matrix A, let A (i, j), and A (j, i) denote the ith row and the ith column of B respectively. In other word, it is to get one element in C, we multiply a row in the A matrix with a column in the B matrix, C (i, j) =A (i, :)
, M and j = 1, 2,  N. This is the standard matrix multiplication approach. 
3) Matrix decomposition methods
In this section, matrix decomposition is presented, in order to efficiently dispose matrix multiplication.
A is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix, then A K R 
III. REVISED NODE METHOD
In order to enhance efficiency of node method. We use a method to improve originally fluid distribution and design an algorithm including originally fluid distribution and processing method of sparse matrix.
A. Method of Originally Fluid Distribution
Originally fluid distribution networks is anew designed in order to enhance the efficiency of node method. A method based on the least square method is presented, by which the optimal originally design of a fluid can be obtained. Number of pipeline flow is q , the flow rate linking node $i$ and j can be expressed as:
Equation (14) includes all the commercially available pipeline sizes for every pipeline in the network. The value of the incoming and outgoing flow rate is equal to the value of node flow rate. The final solution will include only one size for every pipeline in the network.
Therefore, the following constraint is considered for the zero-unity variables for pipeline: 0. Algorithm 2 has 8 input parameters and 2 output parameters. They are all listed in Table II . It is implemented to improve Algorithm 2.
x0` is a 1-by-n array. It is initial point for result. `m` express length of $Q$. For-loop structure is used to calculate sum of every pipeline flow rate. `f` express linear objective function vector. `Aeq` express matrix for linear equality constrains. `beq` express vector for linear equality constrains. Function `fmincon` is called to solve linear programming problems. `fmincon` is method offered by matlab. Initial value of `n ew q` equal to value of the processing technic about sparse matrix is presented through way above text.
Matrix J is sparse matrix and it is positive definite symmetric matrices. It is compressed using method of section 2.3.1 and decomposed using method of section 2.3.3. `diag` is a method of matlab. It transform `J1` to diagonal matrix `J`. `sparse` is a method of matlab. It is transform `J1` to sparse matrix `J2`. `J3` express a result of matrix decomposition. It include two ways, they are incompletion Cholesky decomposition and incompletion LU decomposition. LU decomposition and Cholesky decomposition include matrix decomposition and implementation for matrix multiplication after decomposition.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we try to answer the following questions through experimentations.
1) Are the revised node method effective? 2) Do the revised node method enhance efficiency of node method?
A. The Verification of Model and Algorithm
In order to illustrate the methods presented, a carefully selected network, with a representative structure and parameters are given.
The network form is shown in Fig. 1 . The network form consists of all the most common configurations of pipeline network systems, branched, linear and looped configuration.
In order to verify the correctness and effectiveness of the revised node method, the results of example are compared with the Aspen Plus software. The revised method are effective if the value of goodness of fit compare with Aspen Plus is acceptable. The revised method are incorrect if the value of goodness of fit compare with Aspen Plus is unacceptable. Goodness of fit is ratio of regression sum of squares and sum of squares for total. Its range is from 0 to 1. When it approach 1, the value of two sets of data is similar. When it approach 0, the value of two sets of data is unlike.
Aspen Plus software is the market-leading chemical process optimization software used by the bulk, fine, specialty, biochemical industries, as well as the polymers industry for the design, operation, and optimization of safe, profitable manufacturing facilities. The industries that drive our economies and touch our lives are optimized by Aspen Plus software every day. The world's leading oil gas, chemical, engineering construction, pharmaceutical, food, beverage. Its products represent the industry standard in process optimization, helping more than 150,000 users at over 1,750 companies drive profitability faster and more efficiently than ever before.
Firstly, in order to verify, we set up input parameters. The input parameters come from oil and gas Pipeline Company. Some parameters are defined in Aspen Plus software according to the simulation system. Table III, Table IV are input parameters in simulation system and Aspen Plus software. In Table III, Table IV , number of node is arranged according to Fig. 1 . In Table III In Fig. 2 , illustration about setting up pipeline layout and layout in Aspen Plus software is showed. The direction and layout equal to the example.
Secondly, the output results of the example and analysis of comparative result with Aspen Plus software are shown in the text below.
The output results of example are presented in Table V and Fig. 3 .
In Table V In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the result of the example compared with Aspen Plus software.
In Fig. 4 , firstly, in pipeline 2, 4, the height of blue matrix and red matrix is similar. Secondly, in pipeline 1, 5 there was a deviation. Mean range in pipeline 1, 5 is 1.33, the deviation is acceptability. Finally, in total 4 pipeline, their goodness of fit is 0.72. From the result, we can summarize that there are little changed on node pressure.
The analysis of Fig. 5 is similar to Fig. 4 . Firstly, the height of blue matrix and red matrix is similar.
Secondly, in total 5 pipeline, their goodness of fit is 0.99. From the result, we can summarize that there are little changed on pipeline. We could see that the revised node method is effective. Finally, early warning can be realized based on the example. Our works can be used to safety precaution and explosion prevention. In natural gas pipeline in city, a reasonable pressure range is from 40Mbar to 96Mbar to ensure supply and safety. When nodal pressure is below 40Mbar, natural gas can't transmit to high-rise building. People's life will encounter difficulty. In the experiment, node pressure is at unreasonable level. They are under 40Mbar. In application, the city including the four will encounter severe problem. According to the result, we should inform company. Company should adjust nodal flow rate.
B. The Verification of Algorithm Efficiency
In the experiment, the run time are compared among matrix with LU decomposition, matrix with Cholesky decomposition, using matrix compression, and no process matrix in different matrix size.
Firstly, input matrix are structured. A kind of matrix is structured by 0, -1 and 1. Each column only have two number. It express layout and direction of the pipeline to be similar to matrix A. Other a kind of matrix is one dimensional vector quantity, which express original nodal flow rates. It is to be similar to Q in Table III . Matrix of 250 500 and 499  500 and 500  1000 and 1000  1500 and 2500$\times$5000 and 4999  5000 10000  15000 is structured in order to replace matrix A. One dimensional vector quantity of 250, 499, 500, 1000, 2500, 4999, 10000 is structured to replace Q.
Second, the results of total running time in different size matrix are shown in Table V The results are average value of 2000 experiment to the experimental accuracy. In table and figure, we compare our results in 4 treating process of sparse matrix. In Table V , the vertical of items express matrix size. The horizontal of items express LU decomposition, Cholesky decomposition, using matrix compression, not process matrix.
Finally, in Table V and Fig. 6 , firstly it can be seen that the technology of matrix compression is more efficiency than no process matrix. It can be seen from contrasting time of matrix with using matrix compression and no process matrix. In 250×500 matrix and 4999×5000, 10000×150000, we can see that the time of using matrix compression cut down half time compared with not process matrix. In Fig.6 , baby blue curve is higher than other. Secondly, in the algorithm, efficiency of Cholesky decomposition is similar to LU decomposition. In the table, as increasing matrix size, the time of algorithm have not substantially changed. Average deviation between Cholesky decomposition and LU decomposition is 5.02. In Fig. 6 , the tendency of light green cure and violet curve is similar. Therefore, whether we use Cholesky decomposition or LU decomposition, algorithm efficiency should be enhancing. Thirdly, in Table VI , difference value between LU decomposition and Cholesky decomposition, difference value between Cholesky decomposition and matrix using compressed are unobvious. In Fig. 6 , the tendency of red curve, light cure and violet curve are similar. Average deviation between Cholesky decomposition and using matrix compression are 8.46. They are very nearly the same. Owning to the results with the shift of fractions of nearly a percentage point among LU decomposition, Cholesky decomposition, matrix using compressed matrix, we can summarize that both matrix decomposition and matrix compression can enhance efficiency of algorithm. In experimental, only flow and pressure is considered. The diameter of the pipe setting some value.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a revised method based on node method is implemented. Least square method, method of matrix compression and decomposition are used to accelerate speed. An experimental verify that revised node method are valid and high efficient. The experimental result comparing with different size of matrix prove that revised node method are twice as quick as node method. The solution of pipeline network could be applied for other problems such as calculating pipeline temperature, plunger pump pressure. This paper only considering steady state analysis of pipeline, dynamic analysis of pipeline need further study.
